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Analytics at Wharton:  All In…



MBA
19 “Majors” (including STAT, OID, BA)
~14% of students choose Business Analytics

(Electives: 27 Wharton, 15 External)

Undergraduate 
20 “Concentrations” (including STAT, OID, BA)
~20% of students choose Business Analytics

(Electives:  31 Wharton, 7 External)

50+ Directly involved in analytics teaching or
other initiatives (official figure, probably low)

Analytics in the Curriculum

(Eric Bradlow, Dean of Analytics, May 2018 in “Poets & Quants”)



Demand Shocks and Curriculum Change

Questions:  
How should we respond?
How did we respond?



Finding a path

• “Employers are demanding these skills” 

• “West Coast Alumni want us to…” 

• “I need a 3rd concentration…”

• “I want to do AI …”

• “We need someone to teach…”

We’re not a trade school
(or if we are, we are very expensive!)

Supporting the leading edge or the 
center of mass

Supporting meaningful student differentiation
and a balanced education

Do you understanding what you are asking
for… exactly?

Startup costs and the path of least resistance 
for faculty



Lessons learned the hard way

… another incident last semester 
when about 20% of students 
taking OPIM  were suspected of 
plagiarizing their projects

Front Page Headline:  “OPIM Sucks!”



Analytics for Undergraduates:  Business Analytics Concentration 

(~2014)

Notes
- Red is new
- These are essentially all 

regularly offered IS classes
- Non-OID on next page (this 

isn’t the full list) 



Business Analytics Concentration (other 

Wharton courses)



Analytics for Undergraduates: Flex Fundamentals

• Resulted from the 2016 Undergraduate Curriculum Redesign

• 1 cu of “Global” and 1 cu of …

• Result:  Some rebranding… lots of innovation…

– Majority of courses are new

– Every student exposed to analytics at intro level ~sophomore year

– Encouraged broad participation by limiting number from any one 

department

• Relaxing that requirement for capacity and diversity

• No problem generating new, acceptable courses



Some data:
Delivered 700 cu in 2019...
Including 120 cu to non-Wharton students
Demand generation effects
Capacity utilization ranges from 70-100% (have not yet exhausted potential demand)

TIA Offerings



Analytics for MBAs (?):  Making Progress

• 2014 Curriculum Redesign

– “Flex core” led to a restructuring of some OID offerings to be Analytics oriented

• Business Analytics Major (similar to undergrad) has high demand

– One slight (unexpected) difference:  surprising number of MBAs taking upper 

level CSE

• Issue

– Vastly more heterogeneity

– …which is creating a greater gap between supply and demand than ideal

– … for which easy solutions are not attractive.



Looking forward

• External pressures transforming IS groups into business analytics 

groups

– Challenge for defining an advantage relative to other disciplines –

Marketing, Stat, Accounting – that were “there first” as well

• Demand increase has brought in students who we would not 

normally see

– Communicating clearly what is involved

– Managing class heterogeneity in technical skills

• “Analytics without coding” seems like a promising paradigm

• Flexibility/voluntary participation is important

– Good news:  supply side has not been a problem here

• Best practices for serving MBAs still evolving


